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Q1. Fill in the blanks with appropriate word:-                        [0.5*10=5] 

(i) By default text in the impress text box is……………..   

(ii) The animation show when one slides moves to another slide is known as…………. 

(iii) ……………are compressed versions of the slides of your presentation.  

(iv) ……………communicating via handwritten or printed information. 

(v) ….. Are the pictorial representations of worksheet data? 

(vi) General arrangement of data is called………….. 

(vii) The shortcut key for undo is………………...  

(viii)In Ooo calc, a formula starts with…………………  

(ix)  A ……..contains multiple…….in it.  

(x)  ……. A term used to refer to vertical page orientation 

 

Q2. State True or False:-                         [0.5*10=5] 

(i)  Margin is the distance between the text and the edges of the paper.   

(ii) Horizontal orientation is the other name of landscape orientation. 

(iii) AutoCorrect feature to automatically correct misspelt words. 

(iv)The print icon appears on standard toolbar. 

(v) Ooo calc spreadsheet file is saved with .ods extension. 

(vi) If you enter 127A in a cell it will be treated as a number because it starts with digit. 

(vii)  Once you copy data on the clipboard, it can be copied to multiple ranges even after pressing enter 

key.  

(viii) The digital copy of a document is called hard copy. 

(ix)  Cell pointer is a cell boundary that specifies which cell is active.   

(x) Bulleted list is a list of item showing every time with a number. 

 

Q 3.Choose the correct answer: -             [0.5*10=5] 

(i) Under what menu will you find the sort command? 

(a) Edit             (b) Format          (c) Insert         (d) Data 

 

(ii) Scatter chart is also known as chart. 

. 

(a) Area      (b) column         (c) XY            (d) Bar 

 

(iii)To group multiple graphics items, which menu will you use? 

(a) Insert           (b) edit    (c) tools      (d) format 

 

(iv) Which menu provides option for opening/viewing gallery?   

(a) Insert                (b) Edit             (c) Tool         (d) Format 

 

(v) DBMS is.  

(a) Data Base Management System (b) Disk Base Management System  

(c) Disk Base Memory System              (d) All of these 

 

(vi)Professional looking visual aids are prepared with the help of software called? 

(a) DBMS     (b) Graphics software (c) Multimedia software (d) Presentation graphic software 

    

(vii) An electronic page in a presentation is called a? 

(a) Page                   (b) e-page                 (c) Slide      (d) e-slide 



 

(viii)Which function key allows you to run the slideshow?    

(a)  F1       (b) F3            (c) F5         (d) F7 

 

(ix) To create a PDF of the presentation, which option of file menu will you use?   

(a)  Save   (b) Save as                  (c) Export              (d)Send 

(x) Slide show command is present on ___menu? 

(a) Edit    (b) Tool        (c) Format  (d) Slide show 

Q5-Write the full form of the following terms: -                                                                   [5*1=5] 

(i) Create a worksheet as show below 

S. no. A B C D E 

1.                                                             Quarterly Sales Analysis 

2. salesman Qtr1 Qtr2 Qtr3 Qtr4 

3. A001 67895 89765 78675 34098 

4. A002 78654 78765 78987 45609 

5. A003 98765 45654 34566 10987 

6. A004 34567 67676 32768 67120 

7. TOTAL     

 

(ii) Name the range B3:B6 as ‘Qtr1’. 

(iii) Similarly define the range for the other ranges C3:C6, D3:D6 and E3:E6. 

(iv) Now find the sum of range Qtr1 in the cell B7. 

(v) Also find the sum of the other range Qtr2, Qtr3, Qtr4 in cells C7, D7 and E7 respectively. 

Q6- Answer the following questions: -                                     [2*10=20] 

(i) What is word processor? Also explain features of word processor  

(ii) Kindly explain document views?  

(iii) What do you mean by non-printing character? Also write shortcut key for viewing toggling non 

printer character. 

(iv)Kindly discuss Margin, alignment and indentation with the help of appropriate diagram?  

(v)Define grid and write down the steps how we enable grid also discuss appearance factor 

(vi)What are the components of Calc worksheet explain? 

(vii)Define status bar, menu bar and toolbars in Ooo Writer?  

(viii)Kindly explain components of a chart? 

(Ix)How many types of presentation views available in impress? Explain. 

(x)What do you mean by title slide layout? Also explain different slide layouts. 

Q7. Answer the following questions: -                      [3*10=30] 

(i) Define margin. How do you set page margin in writer?  

(ii) What is the use of inserting breaks? 

(iii) What are table? How do you insert them in a writer document?   

(iv) How do you freeze some rows/column in a worksheet?  

(v) Kindly explain types of data can be entered in Ooo Calc Worksheet? 

(vi) Difference between copying a range and moving a range?  

(vii)What are moving a file and copying a file?  

(viii) What do you mean by cell referencing and what are different types of cell referencing? 

(ix) What are charts? How many charts are available in Ooo Calc kindly explain with the help of diagram. 

(x)  What do you mean by Impress presentation software? Also explain impress views. 

Q8. Explain the following terms:-       [3*10=30] 

(i)  Presentation graphics software (ii) presentation and slide show (iii) embedded chart & chart sheet  

(iv)Conditional formatting (v) formula and function (VI) find and replace option 

(vii) Cell and range of cell   (viii) explain WYSIWYG (ix) Header and footer. 

(x) Autocorrect and auto text. 



 

 

 


